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Introduction
We are proud to introduce orgvue 3.10. 3.10 delivers a number of performance and UX improvements over previous
releases of orgvue.
The key updates to orgvue 3:
1. Pack flexibility: Datasets can be opened with Packs created with the same Dataset type
2. Pack undo and redo: changes made to Packs including application of filters, colours and changes to Slide
configurations can now be undone and redone at the click of a button
3. Search - added Node Focus/Selection options to results: You can now trigger the Node Focus & Selection
options from search results
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1. Pack flexibility
A Dataset, View or Draft can now be opened with any Pack created from the same type of Dataset. Where a user has
access to a Pack but not the Dataset it was created with they can use that pack with any Dataset they choose. To
enable this we have made some small changes to the Workspace Homescreen. When you select a Dataset, View or
Draft your Packs will be divided into up to 4 sections:
1. Packs created with the selected Dataset: these are the Packs that were created with the selected Dataset
2. Packs created with similar Datasets: Packs which were created with very similar Datasets and are most suited
to this Dataset
3. Other Packs created with the same Dataset Type: These are Packs that were created with other Datasets of
the same type.
4. Packs created with unknown Datasets: These are Packs that were created with a Dataset that the user may no
longer have access to or which has been deleted. By default this section is collapsed but can be expanded
NOTE: If a Slide's configuration requires a Property that is not available in the Dataset the Pack has been
opened with; then orgvue will display "Unknown Property" wherever that Property is used.

Homescreen Pack Options
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2. Pack undo and redo
Changes that you make to the configuration of your Pack (e.g. change color by, add or remove a Slide, update Filters,
the Property aggregated on a chart) can now be undone or redone via the new "Pack" menu in the top menu bar.
NOTE: Pack undo and redo only applies to the configuration to Packs and not to Data. Data that has been
changed must be "Reverted" and deleted Nodes need to be "Restored". Please refer to the Learning Portal.

Pack Undo and Redo
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3. Search - added Node Focus/Selection options
You can now trigger the Node Focus & Selection options from search results. This can be done by right clicking on any
of the search results that have been returned.

Search options
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Features previously added to orgvue 3.8

Workspace

1. Create calculations on the fly: open the Gizmo editor and write calculations
2. Save calculations to your Pack: save the Gizmo expressions you create to your Pack to be used again and
again
3. Analyse Links using

node.links

: aggregate data across your Links Datasets using Gizmo

4. Filter across linked Datasets: filter Nodes in and out of your Slide across all three of your linked Datasets
5. Show Links on a summary card on tree Slides: see the Links included in your filter on summary cards to see
how people, positions, roles, activities and competencies interact
6. View and edit Slide titles more easily: Slide titles now appear on the top left of the Slide view
7. Switch data within a Pack: quickly switch data from within a Pack
8. Minor interface changes: The filter and paging buttons have been moved to the right hand side of the Slide
canvas next to the color control.

Settings
1. Create, upload, manage and edit Links Datasets
2. Paste Merge Links Dataset and the link_id
3. Edit metadata for Datasets
4. Date formats when uploading into Settings
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Workspace

1. Create calculations on the fly
The Gizmo editor is where you create expressions using orgvue’s scripting language; Gizmo.
The Gizmo editor can be accessed from the top right of the Pack screen

Activate Gizmo editor

You can enter an expression in the editor and press “Run” to return the results. In this example we are calculating the
sum of Current Salary and Current Bonus for a node.
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Gizmo result in editor

The Gizmo editor will also format your code for you and it can be resized to enable you to write longer and more
complex expressions with ease.
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Gizmo formatting and resizing

The example above provides a valid response to the Gizmo script immediately above.
When multiple results are returned for example when executing

node.c

The individual Nodes that are returned

can be picked up from the results panel and dropped on other Nodes to re-parent or update.
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List of Nodes

If you add a

.records.count

node.c.records.count

to the end of

node.c.

to create the expression:

the Gizmo editor will return the following result:

node.c.records.count
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Which is the number of records returned, in this case 2
To learn more about Gizmo the Gizmo Cookbook outlines how to build your own calculations and logic into orgvue

2. Save calculations to your Pack
Once you have created a calculation in the Gizmo editor you can save it to your Pack by clicking on the “Save as
property” button

Save as property

1. Your expressions will automatically be copied from the Gizmo editor into the "Save Property" dialog
2. You must give your Property a name. You cannot choose a name that is already used in the Dataset or Pack
3. The Property key will automatically populate based on your name with any spaces replaced by a

_

. You

can override this key, though it cannot contain spaces and must not already be used by another Property in the
Dataset or Pack
4. The Data type will automatically be selected for you but you can override this
When you press "Save" the new Property will be saved to your Pack and will work with any comparable Dataset in the
future, i.e. identical metadata.
If you open a Dataset using a Pack which contains a conflicting Pack Property (i.e. a Pack Property has the
same name or key as Dataset Property) then the Pack Property will be used and the Dataset Property
ignored.
If you do want to save the expression as a new Property in the Dataset (rather than in the Pack) copy out the
expression from the editor and add the new Property into the relevant Dataset via Settings.

3. Analyze Links using

node.links
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You can analyze Links in orgvue 3 using the form

node.links

. This will return the Nodes linked to a Node. For

example to find the total salary of all people linked to a position you would use

node.links.to.salary.sum

.

For more information on how to use these expressions please refer to the Links chapter of the Gizmo Cookbook.

4. Filter across linked Datasets
The filter control has been completely redesigned to enable filtering across Links. It can be activated from the right
hand side of your Slide

Activate filter

The new filter control has 3 main areas:

Filter with Links
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1. The Property selector: here you can select which Properties you would like to use to filter your Dataset
2. The buckets selector: here you can choose which values in which Properties you wish to filter
3. The join control: when Links to another Dataset are active this control allows you to choose how your filter in one
Dataset impacts the Links and linked Dataset

The join control
The join control allows you to choose how your filters will work across the linked Datasets. There are four join modes
available
1. No join: the Datasets are filtered independently. A filter on one Dataset will not impact another

No join

2. Left join: the Dataset appearing on the left and the Links Dataset are joined together. Filtering on either will also
filter the other joined Dataset

Left join

3. Right join: the Dataset appearing on the right and the Links Dataset are joined together. Filtering on either will also
filter the other joined Dataset

Right join

4. Inner join: all three Datasets are joined together. Filtering on one Dataset will also filter on the other two Datasets

Inner join

5. Show Links on a summary card on tree Slides
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When a Node is linked to a Node in another Dataset you can choose to display those linked Nodes and the value used
to link them together on a summary card.
To do this select “Show Links”

Show Links

The value for the Link is taken from the
allocation

value

Property in legacy (orgvue 2) Datasets and the

Property of Datasets created using Settings or Survey Admin or Hosted Blender

6. View and edit Slide titles more easily
Slide titles are now displayed at the top of Slides:
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Slide title

The Slide title can be edited by selecting the pencil icon when hovering your mouse over the title:

Edit Slide title

7. Switch data within a Pack
You can now quickly switch Datasets in a Pack. Click on the Datasets in the breadcrumb in the top bar
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Top bar breadcrumb

Clicking on the data area of the breadcrumb will activate a window where you can search, select and apply a different
Dataset to your Pack

Switch data window

8. Minor interface changes
Filter and Paging

The filter and paging buttons have been moved to the right hand side of the Slide canvas next to the color control

Filter and paging buttons

Saving-As Links Datasets
It is not possible to create a copy of a Links Dataset. This will prevent duplication of Links and other issues which
occurred in orgvue 2
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Settings
1. Create, upload, manage and edit Links Datasets
2. Paste Merge Links Dataset and the link_id
3. Edit metadata for Datasets
4. Date formats when uploading into Settings

1. Create, upload, manage and edit Links Datasets
Settings allows users to link two Datasets together creating a Links Dataset in the process. Once the Links Dataset is
created it can be managed and edited through Settings which provides the ability to update and delete the Links
Dataset. These features are broken down into more detail below.

1.1 Create Links Dataset
To create a Links Dataset users navigate to the Links tab within the Datasets section and click + Links Datasets in the
top right corner (fig a).

Create Links Option

Once "+ Links Dataset" has been selected the user will navigate to the "create Links Dataset" page where they will be
asked for the following information:
Name: The name of the Links Dataset which cannot have the same name as an existing Links Dataset that the
user has access to.
Tags (left hand side): Dataset tags applied to the new Links Dataset that can be used for permissions or grouping
of Datasets.
Description: User specific description that can be used in any way the user wishes.
From and To Dataset: The Datasets that are to be linked together.
Dataset Type: The type of Dataset that is to be linked together. Users cannot link two Datasets together of the
same type. Additionally, the following types are unable to be linked together: Links, Trees, Survey, Users,
Dimension, Reporting, Analytics, Usage and Configuration.
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Dataset Name: Filtered based on the Dataset type, returns the list of all the Datasets under the selected type that
the user has access to.
Tags (under from and to Dataset): The tags applied to the Datasets that are being used to be linked. Helps users
to identify the permissions across all Datasets involved in the linking.
from_id & to_id: The autoids of the selected Datasets that need to be populated into the Links Dataset under the
Properties from_id and to_id.

Create Links Dataset

Once the Dataset has been created the user can then navigate to upload data from a file, manage Properties or go
back to the "Data" page where Datasets are listed.

Confirmation of created Links Dataset

1.2 Upload Link Dataset
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Users can upload data into the empty Links Dataset via the edit metadata page or from the confirmation of created
Links Dataset page.

Upload Link Metadata

Upload Links Metadata Stage 1
When the user navigates to the "Upload Links" page they have the choice of using either an XLSX or CSV file and
there is helper text to state what are the required fields. Note the upload page will not validate the files schema until
stage 2.
The Dataset schema requires: from_id and to_id to be present

Upload Link Metadata Stage 1

Upload Links Metadata Stage 2
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Once a file has been uploaded the worksheet will be validated for the correct columns and if the file doesn't have the
required columns it will stop the user from progressing and inform them that there are missing Properties.

Upload Link Metadata Stage 2

Upload Links Metadata Stage 3
In Stage 3 of the data upload users cannot change the data type of the from_id and to_id but can change the type of
the allocation property. from_id, to_id and allocation are protected Properties which cannot be deselected in stage 3.
Any additional Properties that are added can be toggled on and off and their property types changed.

Upload Link Metadata Stage 3

Upload Links Metadata Stage 4
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Once the user has selected upload in Stage 4 of the data upload process they will be taken to a success page and
have the option to manage Properties or go back to "Links listing".

Successful loading of Links Dataset

1.3 Manage and Edit Links Datasets
Users can manage their Links Dataset from the "list of Links Datasets" or the "edit Links Datasets" pages. From the
"list Links page" the user will be able to achieve the following:
Single Select
Download (TSV/CSV)
Delete
Access the Property Manager
Paste Merge
Multiple Select
Download (TSV/CSV)
Delete
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Multi-select list Links

From the edit metadata page that can be accessed via clicking on the Links Dataset name the user can:
Edit Metadata Page
Edit the Name
Add Tags
Download (TSV/CSV)
Delete
Merge or replace data
Access the Property Manager

Edit Link Dataset
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2. Paste Merge Links Dataset and the link_id
2.1 Paste merge with Links Dataset created in orgvue 3
link_id

When a Links Dataset is created the id of the Dataset is generated during the upload process and is a combination of
the from_id and to_id. When merging data into a Links Dataset the link_id is re-calculated and will merge on the
matching combination of from_id and to_id. If the link_id does not exist or is not set as the autoid then the link_id will
be created and set as the autoid.
Paste Merge Stage 1
Once users have entered the "Paste Merge" wizard they will be walked through a similar path to the upload process
where in the first stage users must upload a CSV or XLSX file into the wizard.

Paste merge Links Dataset

Paste Merge Stage 2
The Dataset sheet will be validated at this point and if the file doesn't have the required fields as specified then the
user will not be able to continue. Validation text is provided which notifies if a certain column is missing. Users have the
option to "Merge", "Merge & Delete" and "Replace" their data with helper text provided for the expected outcome of
each option.
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Type of merge selection

Paste Merge Stage 3
Once the users have selected their merge operation they will be provided with the option to choose which Properties
they wish to load from the file. Note that required fields cannot be de-selected or have their data type changed except
for allocation. All new Properties that are not required can be de-selected and have their type changed.

Type of merge selection

Paste Merge Stage 4
Between stage 3 and 4 the data is uploaded and the results of which show on Stage 4. On this page it will describe
any Properties and or Nodes added or deleted.
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Successful merging of Links Dataset

2.2 Paste merge with Links Dataset created in orgvue 2
Creating link_id in a orgvue 2 Links Dataset
Links Datasets in orgvue 2 are created with a property called id that acts as the autoid of the Dataset. In orgvue 3 a
Links file will only merge with the link_id when paste merge takes place. Therefore when users paste merge a Links file
through Settings the link_id will automatically be created for the user and set as the autoid of the Dataset for the
existing data in the Dataset. Once the link_id has been set for data already existing in the Dataset the new data is then
paste merged into the Dataset merging on link_id.

3. Edit Metadata for Datasets
To improve the experience of editing Dataset metadata the ellipsis on the right hand side of the table view has been
removed and the user can now select the Dataset name to edit metadata of a single Dataset or Link Dataset. This will
be rolled out to other parts of the application over time.
Edit Dataset
From the Dataset list page the user can select the name of the Dataset they wish to edit.
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Edit metadata list

Once the user selects the Dataset name they will navigate to the "Edit Dataset Metadata" page where they can change
the following:
Name: the name of the Dataset cannot have the same name as an existing Dataset of the same type that the user
has access to
Tags: Tags applied to the Dataset that can be used for permissions or quick search
Type: The type of Dataset
Manage Properties: Add, delete and edit Properties for the Dataset
Merge or replace: "Paste Merge", "Merge & Delete" and "Replace" data for the Datasets
Download: CSV or TSV downloads
Delete Dataset: Deleting the Dataset will navigate the user back to the list of Datasets

Edit metadata list
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Edit Link Dataset
From the "Data Link" page the user can select the name of the Links Dataset they wish to edit.

Edit metadata list

Once the user selects the Dataset name they will navigate to the "Edit Dataset Metadata" page where they can change
the following:
Name: the name of the Links Dataset cannot have the same name as an existing Links Dataset that the user has
access to
Tags: Tags applied to the Links Dataset that can be used for permissions or quick search
Manage Properties: Add, delete and edit Properties for the Links Dataset
Merge or replace: "Paste Merge", "Merge & Delete" and "Replace" data for Links Datasets
Download: CSV or TSV downloads
Delete Dataset: Deleting the Dataset will navigate the user back to the list of Datasets
Additional helper information (read-only):
Date created: The date the Dataset was initially created
From Dataset: The Dataset the Link Dataset is linked from
To Dataset: The Dataset the Link Dataset is linked to
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Edit metadata list

4. Date formats when uploaded in Settings
When uploading data via Settings the formats of the dates must follow the below guidelines otherwise the data will
upload, but not with the desired result.
XLSX files: All date formats that are considered dates in Excel are accepted
CSV files: ISO format

YYYY-MM-DD
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